Low Cost, Close Racing for All Racers
1/32 SCALE SPORTS LMP 1
1)

Any chassis with a retail kit price not exceeding £40.00

2) JK Hawk 7, JK Hawk Retro, Falcon 7 motor.
3) Free gear ratio
4) Max width 64mm, Max wing height 32.5mm
Bodies;- 1) kit chassis class up to £40.00 must run a closed commercially available sports/gtp body
1/32 SCALE SPORTS LMP 2
1) Mack Genesis chassis to BSCRA spec (11/37 gear ratio) must run open, commercially
available 1/32 scale sports car bodies with the exception of the BSP AUDI R8 OR R10
Max width 64mm, Max wing height 32.5mm. Both LMP classes race together.
1/32 F2
1)

Any chassis with a retail kit price not exceeding £40.00

2) JK Hawk 7, JK hawk Retro, Falcon 7 motor.
3) Free Gear ratio
4) Max width 68mm, Max wing height 30mm.
5) Any commercially available 1/32 scale Formula One Body
1/24 Sports
LMP1
1) Closed cockpit sports car bodies only
2) Any 1/24th scale production chassis or GT12 laser chassis kit price not exceeding £40.00
3) JK Hawk 7, JK Hawk Retro, Falcon 7 motor.
4) Free gear ratio.
5) Max width 83mm, Max wing height 38mm.
LMP2
1) Any pressed, production chassis more than 10 years old - Trinity, Mossetti Titan, Champion,
Parma.
2) Any commercially available Open cockpit LMP body.
3) JK Hawk 7, JK Hawk Retro, Falcon 7 motor.
4)Free gear ratio
Max width 83mm, Max wing height 38mm
NOTE;- extreme bodies are allowed in 1/32 Sports and both 1/24th LMP classes provided
Race format (all events 4 or 6 lane tracks) 1 minute qualifying, 3 minute race segments, all laps
to count, win from any heat.
In ALL classes;- Bodies must be a minimum of 2 colours and carry 2 racing numbers. All cars must have a 3
dimensional driver either as a portion of the cockpit moulding on Open cab bodies or on an interior sheet
where the driver is not an integral part of the body moulding. It is not acceptable to mount drivers on the
chassis. Interiors/drivers must be mounted to the body shell in the correct location.
CONCOURSE;- One car per meeting will be chosen as the Concours winner and 2 points will be
awarded to the driver in which ever class the car belongs.
Hosting clubs are required to supply race results in either Lapmaster results files or excel format.
Racers count 6 from 8 rounds for the championship.

